Beaver County Detecting Club 2020 Fall Hunt
It was a great day for the BCDC 2020 fall hunt. The
ground was dry and a little bit crumbly but overall the
weather was beautiful.
We had some members attend the hunt for the first time
and hopefully it was enjoyable for them because it was
very well put together if I have to say so myself.
I would like to thank all the volunteers who helped seed
the coins and tokens and especially to Gary Waddell for
all his help.
Amanda Dickey our secretary came up big by finding 2
special tokens - one which was for a 1891 S Morgan
dollar and the other for a Garrett AT pin pointer. Way to
go Amanda.

The key which opened the treasure chest was picked out, of all the other keys by Tyler Yosko.
The treasure chest had a Mine Lab Xterra 305 metal detector inside.

There were 5 teams in the poker hunt.

Team 4 (Philip McDowell, Jack Yushira , Tyler
Yosko, James Onuska & Jeremy Lockhart) was the
winner with 2 pair (Aces & Kings).

Team 2 (Red Craft, Nora McKito, Toby McCleery, Mike
Vidovich & Amanda Dickey) took 2nd place with 2 pair
(Jacks & Fours)

Team 3 (Bryan Reincenbach, Fred Gould, Hoggin Elolo,
Terry Tayler & Gary Wadde) came in 3rd place with a pair (Tens).

Elimination Hunt
For the elimination competition Fernando Lopez won for the 1st time with a little help from Mike
Vidovich. Fernando had bought a Mine Lab pin pointer that day and was having some issues
during the main hunt. He talked to Mike on how to adjust sensitivity and finished as the winner
in the Elimination Competition. Congratulations Fernando..
We also had a cake for Fernando to celebrate his birthday.

Mike Vidovich, BCDCs former president, is an exclusive Mine Lab dealer doing business as
West Shore Hobbies in Harrisburg. Mike was gracious enough to bring a few of Mine Lab
products to the hunt and let our members try them out.

Mike also awarded a Mine Lab Vanquish metal detector to whoever found a buried Mine Lab
token. The winner was Jeremy Lockhart.
Raffle winners were:
Morgan dollar: Dale Mooney
50-50:
Nora McKito
Garrett 400 Mike Vidovich

Teddy Bear Hunting
The special teddy bear target loaded with silver coins was found by Nora McKito.

The Boobie Prize
In keeping with past BCDC hunts, there were several Boobie prized buried in the hunt field.
Only one was the actual winner. Fred Gould found the “real” boobie prize.

